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The decoherence of nonclassical motional states of a trapped 9Be1 ion in a recent experiment is investigated
theoretically. Sources of decoherence considered here destroy the characteristic coherent quantum dynamics of
the system, but do not cause energy dissipation. Here they are first introduced phenomenologically, and then
described using a microscopic Hamiltonian formulation. Theoretical predictions are compared to experimental
results. @S1050-2947~98!03707-X#
PACS number~s!: 42.50.Lc, 05.40.1j, 42.50.Ct, 03.65.BzI. INTRODUCTION
The experiments of Meekhof et al. @1# have revealed
quantum dynamics characteristic of the Jaynes-Cummings
type ~especially collapses and revivals of excitation prob-
abilities! @2# for the first time in a trapped ion system. Stimu-
lated Raman transitions coupled the internal states of a
trapped 9Be1 ion to its motional states, within the Lamb-
Dicke limit of tight ion motion confinement in the trapping
potential. The Jaynes-Cummings spin-boson Hamiltonian
then derives from the coupling of the internal electronic
states of the ion to the vibrational quantum states of motion.
The characteristic quantum dynamics ~collapse and re-
vival! of Jaynes-Cummings-type interaction for the ion mo-
tion @3–5# ~in the experiment of Meekhof et al. @1#, an ‘‘anti-
Jaynes-Cummings interaction’’ for driving the first blue
sideband! were observed in the population of the lower
atomic state (P#), which was modeled by the phenomeno-
logical form fitting the observation as
P#~ t !5
1
2 H 11(n pncos~2gtAn11 !e2gntJ . ~1!
Here pn is the initial probability distribution for the motional
states in the Fock state basis, g is a coupling constant be-
tween the motional states and atomic states ~Rabi frequency!,
and gn is a phenomenological damping rate. The observed
damping rate can be written as gn5g0(n11)n, with n
'0.7 observed in the experiments of Ref. @1#. The damping
rate of the nth component is independent of that of different
components, so that Eq. ~1! implies decoherence without
there being transitions between the states of different quan-
tum numbers ~energy relaxation!. The conventional sources
of decoherence, such as spontaneous emission between inter-
nal atomic states, and population decay of motional states,
cause transitions between the states of different quantum
numbers, and do not give the decay rate in a form which can
be written as gn . There have been suggestions @5# as to the
origin of this decoherence with the unusual observed value
of n , in terms of decoherence of the ion motion, decoherence
of the ion internal levels, and decoherence caused by non-
ideal applied fields, but the situation has not yet been satis-
factorily resolved.
In this paper, we introduce phenomenologically alterna-
tive sources of decoherence, which destroy the characteristicPRA 581050-2947/98/58~1!/663~7!/$15.00Jaynes-Cummings-type dynamics without energy relaxation,
by coupling the spin-boson system to a quantum reservoir
@6#. The reservoir consists of many-mode bosons described
by a canonical distribution at temperature T , and introduces
noise to the system. We treat decoherence microscopically
using a master equation. The master equation coincides with
that for stochastic white noise in the high-temperature limit
of the reservoir under certain approximations ~Markovian ap-
proximation and Ohmic density of states of the reservoir
@7#!. The advantage of using a quantum boson reservoir is
that it not only describes phenomenological quantum noise,
but also gives more microscopic information on the source of
decoherence, e.g., the noise frequency being responsible for
decoherence even in the high-temperature limit. Using this
combined approach from two directions ~phenomenological
and microscopic!, we discuss the origins of decoherence in
this system.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
WITHOUT DECOHERENCE
Before investigating decoherence, we consider the system
without decoherence, reviewing how the stimulated Raman
transitions describe the ‘‘anti-Jaynes-Cummings’’ interaction
@3–5# when the first blue sideband is driven, and introducing
the dressed-state description of the anti-Jaynes-Cummings
system. We note that the first red sideband-driven case ~the
Jaynes-Cummings interaction case! can be treated in just the
same manner, where we exchange the two relevant internal
atomic levels u#& and u"& of the following formulation.
We consider a system with three internal levels u j& ( j
50,# ,") and their motional states un& (n50,1, . . . ). They
are represented by the Hamiltonian
H05Hatom1Hvib , ~2!
where
Hatom52\v01u#&^#u2\v02u"&^"u, ~3!
Hvib5\vxb†b , ~4!
with the transition frequency v01 (v02) between states u#&
(u"&) and u0&, the creation ~annihilation! operator of the mo-
tional states b† (b), and the frequency of the motional states
vx . We employ two driving laser beams with detuning D ,663 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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pole transitions between the level u#& (u"&) and u0&. ~See
Fig. 1.! These beams can be treated classically, so the inter-
action Hamiltonian is
H int52m01Re@E01ei~k1r2v1t !#
2m02Re@E02ei~k2r2v2t !# , ~5!
where m01 (m02) is the dipole matrix element between u#&
(u"&) and u0&.
We apply the rotating-wave approximation to the interac-
tion Hamiltonian ~5!, transform to the interaction picture
(H intI 5eiH0t/\H inte2iH0t/\), and expand in terms of the mo-
tional state quantum numbers. When the blue sideband is
driven, we have
H int
I 52\(
n ,m
g01ei$~n2m !vx1D%t^nueik1rum&un&^mus11
2\(
n ,m
g02ei$~n2m11 !vx1D%t^nueik2rum&un&^mus21
2H.c., ~6!
where we have introduced the dipole operators s1
1[u0&^#u,
s2
1[u0&^"u, and the quantities g01[m01E01/2\ and g02
[m02E02/2\ .
The large detuning condition allows the adiabatic elimi-
nation of the level u0& @8#. Under this condition, Raman tran-
sitions dominate the system. We also assume the system is
cool enough to reach the Lamb-Dicke limit (kj8r!1), so
we can expand
eikj8r'11ik j8xx0~b1b
†!, ~7!
where j851,2, x0[(\/2mvx)1/2, and m is the mass of the
ion. Then the effective Hamiltonian in the interaction picture
can be written
H int
I 5\D1u#&^#u1\D2u"&^"u
1\gb†u"&^#u1\g*bu#&^"u, ~8!
FIG. 1. Energy levels of the internal states and the motional
states.where D l[ug0lu2/D and g[ig01* g02dkxx0 /D with dkx5k2x
2k1x . If we write S1[u"&^#u, S2[u#&^"u, remove the
terms for energy shifts, and set g5g*, the effective Hamil-
tonian has the anti-Jaynes-Cummings form
Heff
I 5\g~b†S11bS2!. ~9!
This effective Hamiltonian ~9! is the origin of the character-
istic quantum dynamics ~Rabi oscillations, collapses, and re-
vivals! of the system. Decoherence is the decay of the off-
diagonal elements which represent the characteristic
quantum dynamics, so we can use this Hamiltonian to ex-
plore some sources of decoherence in this interaction picture
in Sec. III.
When working in the interaction picture, it is convenient
to introduce the dressed states for the effective Hamiltonian
~9!:
uw~n ,1!&5
1
A2
~ u# ,n&1u" ,n11&), ~10!
uw~n ,2!&5
1
A2
~ u# ,n&2u" ,n11&), ~11!
u" ,0&, ~12!
which are the eigenstates of the effective Hamiltonian. We
write the eigenvalue of Eq. ~10! as E1
n
, that of Eq. ~11! as
E2
n
, and that of Eq. ~12! as E0, so we have E6
n 5
6\gAn11 and E050. We write the reduced density opera-
tor in the dressed-state basis as
r I~ t !5(
n ,a
(
m ,b
rab
nm~ t !uw~m ,b!&^w~n ,a!u
1(
n ,a
ra0
n ~ t !u" ,0&^w~n ,a!u
1(
m ,b
r0b
m ~ t !uw~m ,b!&^" ,0u
1r00~ t !u" ,0&^" ,0u ~13!
for the boson quantum numbers n ,m50,1,2, . . . , and the
spin quantum numbers a ,b51,2, where rab
nm
, ra0
n
,r0b
m
, and
r00 are matrix elements. Then the population of the lower
atomic state P# is
P#~ t !5
1
2 S 12r00~ t !12(n Re@r12nn~ t !# D . ~14!
Note that only the elements that are off-diagonal in terms of
the spin quantum number @r12
nn(t)# and one diagonal element
@r00(t)# contribute to P# in the dressed-state basis. Basi-
cally, the characteristic quantum dynamics observable in the
population of the lower state are due to the dynamics of
elements that are off-diagonal in terms of the spin quantum
number.
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We next consider the system with the effective Hamil-
tonian ~9! described in Sec. III now surrounded by the envi-
ronment, that is, as an open system. Noise from the environ-
ment causes decoherence @9,10#. We treat this open system
by coupling to a quantum reservoir, which consists of an
infinite number of many mode bosons
Hr5\(
l
v lBl
†Bl , ~15!
where v l is the lth reservoir frequency, and Bl
† and Bl are
the creation and annihilation operators of the reservoir
bosons. Since the reservoir has infinitely greater degrees of
freedom, the reservoir bosons are not affected by the system.
Then the time evolutions of the reservoir boson operators are
given by
Bl
†~ t !5eiHrt/\Bl
†e2iHrt/\5eiv ltBl
†
, ~16!
Bl~ t !5eiHrt/\Ble2iHrt/\5e2iv ltBl . ~17!
The system-reservoir coupling Hamiltonian is
Hsr5\(
s
Cs(
l
gsl~Bl
†1Bl!, ~18!
where gsl is the coupling between a system operator Cs and
the lth reservoir mode. The sum of the system operators
(sCs has to be Hermitian. In the master equation derived
from the system-reservoir coupling ~18!, the damping term
consists of the system operators coupling to the reservoir
operators. Thus the choice of the coupling between system
operators and the reservoir determines the effect of the res-
ervoir. If we choose a system operator Cs with the property
Csuw~n ,a!&5(
b
cbuw~n ,b!&, ~19!
the resulting master equation describes relaxation within the
dressed states of the quantum number n , but not energy re-
laxation between states with different n . This is because the
time evolution of the density-matrix elements in terms of
uw(n ,a)& decouples for different n . The operators Sz and
b†b are obviously of this type, as these operators do not even
change the motional states un& as well as the dressed-state
label n . The operator b†S11bS2 changes the motional
state, but this operator does not change the dressed-state oc-
cupation label n , so b†S11bS2 is of this type, too. On the
other hand, if we choose Cs with
Csuw~n ,a!&5(
b
cb8 uw~mÞn ,b!& , ~20!
then the resulting master equation describes transitions be-
tween states with different boson quantum numbers, which
cause energy relaxation; S11S2 and b1b† are of this type.A. Imperfect dipole transition
First we treat the case when the system operator which is
coupling to the reservoir is b†S11bS2 . This case looks
strange at first sight, but we can consider this as the result of
imperfect dipole transitions between the level u0& and the
level u j& ( j5# ,") due to fluctuations of the driving laser
intensity. We have previously described how phase fluctua-
tions lead to decoherence and the destruction of quantum
revivals in the Jaynes-Cummings model @11#. This is one
particular realization of ‘‘intrinsic decoherence’’ in which
off-diagonal density matrix elements relax without energy
relaxation @11,12#. We note that these earlier results of ours
apply to the experiments of Ref. @1# if the source of deco-
herence is relative phase fluctuations driving the ionic Ra-
man transition. Here we analyze more general sources of
decoherence. The imperfect dipole transitions u#&⇔u0& and
u"&⇔u0& are represented by
s1
6!s161s16(
l
gl~Bl
†1Bl!, ~21!
s2
6!s261s26(
l
gl~Bl
†1Bl!. ~22!
We assume the system-reservoir coupling is weak enough so
we can neglect the terms that are second order in gl . Then
we have, for example,
S15s2
2s1
1!s22s111s22s11(
l
gl~Bl
†1Bl!. ~23!
Thus the Hamiltonian describing the system-reservoir cou-
pling is given by
Hsr5\~b†S11bS2!(
l
gl8~Bl
†1Bl!, ~24!
where gl85ggl . This Hamiltonian ~24! can be interpreted as
if the Rabi frequency (g) of the Jaynes-Cummings-type sys-
tem fluctuates due to the system-reservoir coupling as
g!g1(
l
gl8~Bl1Bl
†!. ~25!
Using a time convolutionless formulation ~this approach is
described in detail in @13#! of the quantum damping theory
@9# and the rotating-wave approximation on the master equa-
tion @14# the master equation in the interaction picture is
]
]t
r I~ t !5
1
i\ @Heff
I
,r I~ t !#1Gr I~ t ! ~26!
where the damping term Gr I is given by @15#
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l
gl8
2E
0
t
dt8@^Bl†~ t8!Bl&B1^Bl~ t8!Bl†&B#$@b†S1~2t8!r I~ t !,bS2#1@bS2~2t8!r I~ t !,b†S1#%1@^Bl†~2t8!Bl&B
1^Bl~2t8!Bl
†&B#$@b†S1 ,r I~ t !bS2~2t8!#1@bS2 ,r I~ t !b†S1~2t8!#%, ~27!with
b†S1~ t !5eiHeff
I t/\b†S1e2iHeff
I t/\
, ~28!
bS2~ t !5eiHeff
I t/\bS2e2iHeff
I t/\
. ~29!
The master equation ~26! can be solved by expanding all
system operators in terms of the dressed states under certain
reservoir conditions. We require the reservoir to be the ca-
nonical distribution at temperature T , and the time scale of
the reservoir variables to be much shorter than the system
variables, so we can take the Markovian limit.
We take the continuum limit of the reservoir modes,
(
l
!E dv D~v!, ~30!
where D(v) is the density of states of the reservoir. The
corresponding continuum expression for gl is g(v). The
master equation is cast into a group of differential equations
for the density-matrix elements. The time evolution of
density-matrix elements having different boson quantum
numbers are decoupled due to the character of the coupling
between the system operator and the reservoir. The time evo-
lution of the diagonal elements (raann ) and off-diagonal ele-
ments (rabnn , aÞb) having the same boson number (n) are
also decoupled.
To calculate the time evolution of P# , we only need the
elements r12
nn and r00 . The equations for the time evolution
of these elements are
]
]t
r00~ t !50, ~31!
]
]t
r12
nn~ t !52iVnr12
nn~ t !
2~n11 !$n¯ ~n !1 12%k~n !r12
nn~ t !
22~n11 !k0n¯ 0r12
nn~ t !
2~n11 !$n¯ ~n !1 12%k~n !r21
nn~ t !, ~32!
where
Vn5En
12En
252gAn11. ~33!
In Eq. ~32!, the function of the reservoir bosons n¯ (n) is
n¯ ~n !5~e\Vn /kBT21 !21, ~34!
and the damping function k(n) is
k~n !;D~Vn!g~Vn!, ~35!which represents the effective contribution of the reservoir
bosons having frequency Vn . So the combination of these
@k(n)$n¯ (n)11/2%# represents the effective mean number of
the reservoir bosons with frequency Vn . The quantity k0n¯ 0
is the contribution from zero-frequency reservoir bosons.
The analytical solution of Eq. ~32! is
r12
nn~ t !5e2Ant$cos~Bnt !2iVn /Bn sin~Bnt !%r12
nn~0 !
2e2AntAn /Bn sin~Bnt !r21
nn~0 !, ~36!
where
An5~n11 !k~n !$n¯ ~n !1 12%12~n11 !k0n¯ 0
[An
dipole
, ~37!
Bn5AVn22An2. ~38!
With the chosen initial conditions u#&^#u for the atom, and
(npnun&^nu for the motional state, the real part of Eq. ~36! is
found to be
Re@r12
nn~ t !#5
e2Ant
2 A11S AnBnD
2
cos~Bnt1un!, ~39!
where un is a phase shift defined by un5arctan(An /Bn). Thus
we see that the damping rate An depends on the effective
mean number of the reservoir bosons with frequency Vn ,
with a factor n11. The coupling to the reservoir also shifts
the oscillation from Vnt to Bnt1un . Since we assumed that
the system-reservoir coupling is weak in our formulation,
k(n) in An must be much smaller than the Rabi frequency g .
Thus we have the relation An!Bn;Vn . Under this condi-
tion, the population of the lower atomic state P# is approxi-
mated to be
P#~ t !5
1
2H 11(n pncos~Vnt !e2AntJ , ~40!
which is in the same form as that seen in the experiments @1#.
B. Fluctuation of vibrational potential
Next, we consider the case that the system couples to the
reservoir via the system operator b†b . The system-reservoir
coupling Hamiltonian is
Hsr5\b†b(
l
gl8~Bl
†1Bl!. ~41!
This coupling describes fluctuations of the trap potential.
Then the damping term is
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l
gl8
2E
0
t
dt8$@^Bl
†~ t8!Bl&B1^Bl~ t8!Bl
†&B#
3@b†b~2t8!r I~ t !,b†b#
1@^Bl
†~2t8!Bl&B1^Bl~2t8!Bl
†&B#
3@b†b ,r I~ t !b†b~2t8!#%, ~42!
where
b†b~ t !5eiHeff
I t/\b†be2iHeff
I t/\
. ~43!
After expanding Eq. ~42! in terms of the dressed states,
the time evolutions of r12
nn and r00 are
]
]t
r00~ t !50, ~44!
]
]t
r12
nn~ t !52iVnr12
nn~ t !
2
1
2 $n
¯ ~n !11/2%k~n !r12
nn~ t !
1
1
2 $n
¯ ~n !11/2%k~n !r21
nn~ t !. ~45!
The analytical solution of Re@r12
nn# is given by Eq. ~39! with
An5 12 k~n !$n¯ ~n !1 12%[An
vib
. ~46!
Bn is defined by Eq. ~38!. We note that Eqs. ~44! and ~45!
coincide with those for the case of coupling to the reservoir
via Sz @Hsr5\Sz(gl8(Bl†1Bl)# .
IV. ESTIMATION OF RESERVOIR VARIABLES
The formulation of the decoherence rates An
dipole @Eq. ~37!#
and An
vib @Eq. ~46!# in Sec. III shows that decoherence origi-
nates in the relaxation of density-matrix elements that are
diagonal in the boson quantum number but off-diagonal in
the spin quantum numbers in the dressed-state basis. The
relaxation of the element rab
nn for aÞb is caused by the
coupling to reservoir bosons at frequency of Vn
(52gAn11). The effective contribution of reservoir bosons
at frequency of Vn is therefore the key to understanding the
decoherence rate.
The Rabi frequency g in the Boulder experiment @1# is
around 100 kHz, so reservoir bosons of order 100 kHz seem
to be responsible for decoherence. These reservoir bosons
have a much lower frequency than those responsible for the
case of spontaneous emission between internal atomic states,
which is of the order GHz here, and also population decay of
motional states, which is of order 10 MHz. This low-
frequency nature of the reservoir bosons, important here,
suggests that the reservoir may be at nonzero temperature,
whereas, of course in the optical frequency regime, the res-
ervoir is often approximated to be at a zero temperature.
What are these reservoir bosons in the experiment? To
consider this question and discuss the origin of decoherence,
we investigate the other characteristics, which the reservoirbosons should satisfy, by comparing our theoretical results
with the experiment. For this purpose, we introduce normal-
ized values A˜ n
dipole5An
dipole/g , A˜ n
vib5An
vib/g , v˜ x5vx /g , T˜
5kBT/\g , V˜ n5Vn /g , g˜ 05g0 /g , and k˜ (n)5k(n)/g . The
normalized decoherence rates are
A˜ n
dipole5~n11 !k˜ ~n ! f ~n ,T˜ !12~n11 !k0n¯ 0 , ~47!
A˜ n
vib5 12 k˜ ~n ! f ~n ,T˜ !, ~48!
where
f ~n ,T˜ !5n¯ ~n !1 12 5
1
2 coth
An11
T˜
. ~49!
The experimentally observed decoherence rate can be written
as A˜ n
ex5g˜ 0(n11)n. In the experiment, g/2p594 kHz and
g0511.9 kHz, so we have g˜ 050.127/2p .
Let us further assume that k˜ (n) described by Eq. ~35! is
given by a power d of the frequency V˜ n @7#,
k˜ ~n !5a˜V˜ n
d5a˜ ~2An11 !d, ~50!
where a˜ is a damping constant (a˜!1). Some high-frequency
cutoff of the damping function is assumed to prevent diver-
gence. These are the usual arguments given for the reservoir
density of states. Generally, the case of d51 is known as the
Ohmic case, since the choice of d gives a velocity-dependent
dissipation rate for the dissipative two-state system @7#, and
d53 is required to describe three-dimensional radiation
fields @16#. However, we do not restrict ourselves to d as an
integer. We ignore the effect of zero-frequency reservoir
bosons: k0n¯ 050.
The decoherence rates at n50 have to coincide with g˜ 0.
So we have g˜ 05k˜ (0) f (0,T˜ ) for the imperfect dipole transi-
tion case, and g˜ 05k˜ (0) f (0,T˜ )/2 for the case of fluctuations
of the vibrational potential. These conditions for g˜ 0 deter-
mine a˜ when the value of g˜ 0 is given. Thus the decoherence
rates are rewritten as
A˜ n
dipole5g˜ 0~n11 !11d/2f ~n ,T˜ !/ f ~0,T˜ !, ~51!
A˜ n
vib5g˜ 0~n11 !d/2f ~n ,T˜ !/ f ~0,T˜ !. ~52!
The remaining unrestricted fitting parameters in our formu-
lation are the normalized temperature T˜ and the power de-
pendency d in Eq. ~34!. The value f (0,T˜ )/ f (n ,T˜ ) lies in the
range
~11n !21/2< f ~n ,T˜ !/ f ~0,T˜ !<1. ~53!
We take the high-temperature limit (T˜!`). This limit rep-
resents classical noise where the reservoir operators com-
mute (@Bl ,Bl†#50). The value f (n ,T˜ )/ f (0,T˜ ) becomes (n
11)21/2 when T˜!` , so we have
A˜ n
dipole5g˜ 0~n11 !~d11 !/2, ~54!
668 PRA 58M. MURAO AND P. L. KNIGHTFIG. 2. Population of the lower atomic state P#(t) against the normalized time gt/2p when ~1! the initial internal state is u#& and the
initial motional state is a Fock state with condition u1&, and ~2! the initial motional state is a coherent state with condition ua53.0&. For both
figures, the dashed lines are for the case of no decoherence, and the solid lines are for the case of an imperfect dipole transition with the
coefficients d50.4 and g˜ 050.127/2p in the high-temperature limit T˜!` .A˜ n
vib5g˜ 0~n11 !~d21 !/2. ~55!
The linear form g˜ 0(n11) is reached for d51 ~the Ohmic
case! for the imperfect dipole transition and for d53 ~three-
dimensional radiation field! for the case of fluctuations of the
vibrational potential. To obtain a power exponent of 0.7 for
n11 we need d'0.4 for the imperfect dipole transition case
~Fig. 2! and d'2.4 for the case of fluctuations of the vibra-
tional potential.
V. SUMMARY AND OPEN QUESTIONS
In summary, here we have shown a model describing de-
coherence which destroys the characteristic quantum dynam-
ics ~collapse and revival! of the Jaynes-Cummings system
without energy relaxation for the ion trap experiment @1#.
The sources of decoherence are first introduced phenomeno-
logically, and then described by a master equation using a
microscopic Hamilton formulation. We apply the model to
the two possible actual sources of decoherence; one is the
imperfect dipole transition, and the other is the fluctuation of
vibrational potential. We solve the master equation under the
Markovian approximation and the continuum limit of the
reservoir modes.
The analytical solution shows that decoherence is de-
scribed by the reservoir bosons with frequency Vn
52gAn11. Therefore, the effective contribution of the
bosons at frequency of Vn ~which is of order 100 kHz! was
found to be the key to understanding the decoherence. This
low-frequency nature of the reservoir bosons compared to
the spontaneous emission transition frequencies ~which are
of order GHz! and population decay transition frequencies~which is of order 10 MHz! suggests that the reservoir may
be regarded to be at nonzero temperature. If we assume the
high-temperature limit and a certain density of states of the
reservoir bosons, the decay rate coincides with that seen in
the experiment @1#.
To proceed further and investigate the origin of decoher-
ence for the Boulder ion trap experiment @1#, we would have
to know a number of parameters.
~1! The intensity fluctuations of the dye laser used for the
stimulated Raman transition seems to be order of 105 – 106
Hz, so this may well be a candidate for the fluctuation af-
fecting the bosons. But we would need to know more about
the frequency dependence of the intensity fluctuation around
100 kHz to take the analysis much further.
~2! Noise from the trap potential from the radio frequency
~100–200 kHz! radiation field is possible, but again we
would need to estimate the density of states for this case to
be more precise.
~3! The possibility of quantum noise ~noise at finite T)
remains a potential candidate to explain this decoherence.
We defer further consideration of all these until the underly-
ing parameters are better understood. Since this paper was
submitted for publication, we learned of related work by
Schneider and Milburn @17#, and by James @18#.
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